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CHRISTIANITY

AS CREATIVE MYTH

The word myth in thetitle of this lecture is not used in any
deprecatory sense. It is not suggested that Christianity is only a
myth or fable in which morechildish minds can believe, but not
fully mature persons. Onthe contrary myth is the means by which
certain profound truths can be mostfully expressed. This is one
reason forcalling Christianity not just myth or mythology, but
creative myth.It is also meantto affirm that Christianity is not a
static religion but a developing one. The fundamental truths or
principles which Christianity expresses do not change, but the
understanding of them changes as human consciousness develops.
So also does the nature of the Christian message change as the
whole human situation changes.
A total reappraisal of Christianity is necessary if it is to be a

living religion and not to degenerateinto superstition or into the
mere outward performanceoftraditional rituals. Whatis meant
by a living religion? Indeed we may ask what function religion
has to perform in modern life altogether. Religion should be that
aspect of human life whichestablishes ends andlife-values. And
only if the ends and values which it proclaims are generally
accepted as guides for the whole conductoflife can it be called a
living religion. At presentthis cannottruly be said of Christianity.
The Churches do commanda following, and the Roman Catholic
Churchin particular has considerable power in temporal affairs,
but the Churches generally do notestablish the values by which
ordinary life is lived. Economic factors and political doctrines are
more influential, for the ‘real’ world in which we spendour daily
lives is the world in whichpolitical power and money rule—but
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most ofall money. In this world decisions are continually being
made which have ethical implications. But though religion is
moreproperly the arbiter ofethical values than eitherpolitics or
economics, priests and clergymenaretold to get on with theirjob
of individual spiritual salvation and not to meddle in social or
international affairs. To those who oppose the politics of
aggressive confrontation which culminatesin a balance ofnuclear
terror and in economics which impose poverty on hundreds of
millions all over the world the Churches do not offer a vision
of Man and of the future of humanity which is convincingly
truer and more magnificent than that which now rules.

This state of affairs has come about because Christianity, the
religion on which European and Western civilisation has been
built, has not been able to cope with those very forces of in-
dividuation of which it wasitself the origin. That affirmation of
‘T.over against the whole world which followed from theself-
affirmation of Jesus Christ and which is the foundation of in-
dividuality has led to the domination ofintellectual thinking
andsense observation, and thus to our modern scientific material-
ism. It has also been the cause of economic individualism and of
that power-secking ambition which has brought about the worst
excesses of nationalism. The technology to which it gaverise
has brought mankindthepossibility of immenseblessings, butits
invasion ofthe realm ofhumanvalues has rendered thoseblessings
inaccessible.

This supremacy ofthe intellect and ofintellectual science has
notonly attacked Christianity from the outside by taking over the
determination of human values. It has also infiltrated it with its
own standards of verification. Belief is considered a primary
requisite for Christianity. In the scientific sphere belief is appro-
priate for a hypothesis, which is accepted as true insofar as—and
only insofar as—experimentsyield the result which the hypothesis
wouldlead one to expect. Even then the truth of the hypothesis
remains only provisional. But the belief which is demanded of
Christian believers is not of that provisional or hypothetical
nature.It is absolute. It appears to be of the nature ofbelief in a
fact, to which standards of scientific verification would be
appropriate. Andyetthe story of the gospels and the doctrines of
Christianity cannot properly be subjected to any such test.
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Apparently the whole edifice of Christianity depends on such
foundations, and with the development of the modern critical
mind these foundationsare clearly very fragile.

This is the nature ofthe apparently insuperable deadlock which
many people have reached today. They feel the need for a faith—
or some vision of the future for mankind. And yet the most
likely faith—that one which has been the traditional faith of
European civilisation—appears to demand beliefs which are at
best questionable and at worst untenable. The solution to this
dilemmais the realisation that the realm of human values and
meanings, of ends and purposes, it quite distinct from that of
scientific observation and oughtto beso. Belief in facts is a belief
that somethingis true or exists; and becauseit is not knowledge
it can by its very nature only be provisional and temporary.
Belief in values is of a wholly different kind; so different indeed
that the same word should not properly be used for both. Belief
in a value meansliving as if it were absolutely true, with the
conviction that it will thereby become true. It should more
properly be called faith. Its truth depends not on any matter of
fact, but on its being actively and continuously affirmed, and
on its being in the positive direction ofhuman development.

Dimitrije Mitrinovi¢, who was the founder of the New
Atlantis, maintained that spiritual affirmation is wholly com-
patible with mental scepticism; the former belongs to the realm
of ends, values and meanings, while the latter applies in the realm
ofphilosophical and scientific thinking. Thefirst person to realise
this distinction fully was Immanuel Kant, when he distinguished
the spheres ofpure reason andpractical reason and gave practical
reason—or ethics—a standing of its own independently of pure
reason. In his Critique of Pure Reason he not only refuted the
existence of God and the independent and objective existence of
‘T, namely the subject of experience: he also demonstrated that
the outer world of things cannot be credited with existence
independently of the subject who perceives it. In other words,
only our direct experience is real. Experience is not merely the
reflection of some real existence beyonditself. It is itself the only
reality.

Onceit is accepted that the reality of human experience tran-
scends the (so-called) ‘reality’ of scientific fact and theory, the
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approach to Christianity becomesclearer, for it is thereby estab-
lished that human feelings and desires are more real than in-
tellectual thinking and scientific observation. There is in the
Greek word muthos, from which myth is derived, a clue to the
problem ofreligious belief. At first it meant in its widest sense
word or speech, and thence a tale, story or narrative—but
withoutany distinction oftruth or falsehood. The meaningfable,
as an invented story whichis notreally true, was a later develop-
ment. The word myth should now bere-instated in its most
reputable sense as imaginative conception which speaks to the
whole human being. It both can and should have an ethical
content, which relates to the will, a rational content, which
relates to thought, and anartistic content, which relates to feeling.
The ancient myths, and also many ofthe older fairy tales, were
the means by which mankindfirst expressed the truths of their
spiritual and psychic life, as Ellen Mayne pointed out in her
Foundation Lecture on Otto Weininger. But myths differ from
fairy talesin thatin fairy tales it is not supposed that the persons
ever existed. In myths thereis often a large elementofhistorical
truth which later research has uncovered. So tocall a person or a
story mythical does not exclude its also being historical. It
implies, however, that the persons or events which have been
recorded had, or have been given,a spiritual or psychological
significance which goes beyondsimplehistorical actuality.

Since mythology speaks directly to the human emotionsit can
be significant to children and primitive people, and yet at the
sametimeit has a rational content which they may notyet under-
stand. “When I wasa child’ wrote St. Paul (I Cor. 13.11), ‘I spoke
as a child, I understood as a child, I thought as a child: but when
I became a man, I put away childish things.’ This expresses
what many people think about religious myths, but they are
looking at only half the truth. With the developmentof reason
the naive belief in myths is dissolved, but it is possible to return
to myth in full consciousness: not with the naive belief that
children and primitive persons have, but at the same time without
the superior disdain ofrawyouths in thefirst flush of discovering
their rational faculties. It was the psycho-analytical school of
psychologists—and among these particularly C. G. Jung—who
were largely responsible for showing the relevance of much old
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mythology to our daily life and experience. Such a return to
myth is made in full awareness that it is myth, but also with the
intuition that it expresses truths which cannot be expressed in
ordinary discursive language.
But though mythology can express truths or realities which

cannot be adequately expressed in intellectual or philosophical
language,it is not devoid ofrational content. On the contrary,it
represents an advance from intellectual thinking, as it is usually
employed in our daily life, to imaginative thinking. It is the
addition ofanother dimension to thought which makesit possible
to express a wider range of human experience than can be
expressed by metaphysical doctrines and mental beliefs. Through
mythology it is possible to portray inner realities of soul and
spirit, of human developmentandaspirations, and the workings
ofspirityal and psychological cause andeffect.
Our conceptual thinking is continually advancing and, as it

were, pushing back the frontiers of mythology. But mythology
can help us to express qualities and notions for which conceptual
language haseither not yet been developed or is not yet widely
enough appreciated and understood. Many people findit hard to
visualise the meaning of abstract and conceptual words because
they cannotrelate them totheir personal experience, and for them
mythology can be a means of conveying such meanings. This is
particularly obyious in scientific thinking, in which the mytho-
logies which are employed are changing all the time. Notions
like matter, force, energy, waves and particles all succeed one
another and then became out of date. To the ordinary layman
whohas not been through theactive thinking and experimenta-
tion whichhas resulted in these ideas imaginative visual aids are
necessary. But it is very important that these visual aids are
understood as such and never taken as actualrealities. Still more in
religious thinking, which is concerned with the innerrealities of
humanconsciousness,is it vitally necessary to be constantly aware
that the ‘beings’ and ‘images’ of mythology do not represent
actual existences; they are not‘things’ but general notions.It is
the failure to be continuously aware ofthis that leads to super-
stition, both in religion and in science.
Whatthen is the attitude to be adopted towards myth? The

notion ‘belief’ is not adequate to express it, because although it
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can be used to meanfaith,it is difficult for a modern person, with
our overwhelmingly intellectual and materialistic background,
not to confuse this with belief in a mental proposition or in the
factual existence of something. The word faith is preferable,
because it includes the notion will. William Jamestried to get
round this in his essay “The Will to Believe’. But this does not
really solve the problem of how one can will oneself to believe
something which one’s mind cannot wholeheartedly accept.
Faith presents no such problem. In ordinary life we have faith in
fictions. We know that Euclidean points, lines and surfaces
cannotin fact exist, but we continually treat them as if they were
real. The whole of our modern technology, which undoubtedly
works, is based on such fictions. Many of mankind’s highest
ideals like liberty and equality are fictions because beingself-
contradictory they are unrealisable in practice. So neither myth,
nor faith in myth, present us with the mental problem which
makes so manypeopleeitherreject religious belief or have a very
equivocalattitude towards it. Towards myth an attitude ofmental
scepticism is wholly compatible with strong spiritual affirmation.
Werequire ofreligion that it should provide us with a vision

of humanity, with ends and values, which can relate equally
well to the life of the individual and to the whole of mankind:
that it should berelevant to every aspect oflife; not just to our
‘spiritual’ life, but also to our ‘practical’ life in the world ofmatter;
not just to eternity but also to time. And we require that it
should not only tell us about events which happenedin thepast
butalso give guidancefor the future. There cannot be constructive
change in the world without imaginative visualisation of how
humanlife should develop. Mythology can help the imagination
creatively in a way that commonsense thinking cannot. I hope
to show that once the burden ofmental belief is withdrawn from
Christianity and the inspiration of myth andfaith substituted for
it, then Christianity can indeed fulfil all these demandsright into
the foreseeable future, even for the most mentally sceptical and
sophisticated person.

Let us go straight to the centre of Christianity. As Vladimir
Solovyov wrote in his Lectures on Godmanhood, “Christianity
has a content ofits own, and that contentis solely and exclusively
Christ. In Christianity as such wefind Christ, and only Christ—
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this is a truth very often uttered butvery little assimilated. There
are many people in the Christian world who call themselves
Christians, but believe that the essence of Christianity is Christ’s
teaching and nothis person.! “The only new doctrine’ he wrote,
‘specifically different from all otherreligions is the teaching of
Christ about Himself, the reference to Himself as the living
incarnate truth “I am the way, the truth andthe life: he who
believes on meshall have eternallife”.’
The attempt to approach thereality of Christ as myth in the

sense in which myth has been described above requires a particu-
larly open mind, for there are several different interpretations
which have been given to the gospel story, none of which are
inherently impossible. We need a mythology which is not
incompatible with any of these interpretations and is relevant
both to our present human life and to the whole human future.
Finally it must be such thatit can find some support in our actual
or possible experience. How thenare weto assess the statements
made by persons who mayclaim to know by experience things
that do not and perhaps cannot enter our present experience?
Provided we find them thinkable or imaginable, the critical
attitude to such claims would beneither belief nor rejection, but
acceptance that what has been claimed is to be regarded as a
serious possibility, which may provide for many people a firm
foundation for, their faith. The mythological approach allows
anyonebothto hold this open mind aboutdifferent interpretations
andto affirm orintuitively to prefer one without wholly rejecting
the others.
Whatis beyond all doubt concerning Christianity is that several

different personsat different times wrote the story ofJesus, ofhis
life and sayings, and that in particular one of them, St. John, had
the most profound vision of a man who was both man and God,
being the incarnation in time ofan eternal divine principle, the
Word (Logos). This in itself does not prove that Jesus wasdivine
or even that he existed, but it does prove that someone—and
more than one person—had the vision of such a man. Thereis
also the whole ofhistory since that time. The works of art, of
music and poetry based on the gospelstory, and the writings of
philosophers and saints cannot be doubted. This does not mean
that we must take them at face value, but we cannot deny that



they had a cause; and the whole of our knowledgeoflife and of
human nature leads towards the conclusion that the causeofall
these and of much subsequenthistory relates to some extremely
critical turning point in the development of humanity. But
concerning the precise nature of these events there are several
different interpretations, none of which can be categorically
rejected.

Thereis first the traditional interpretation of the Church—that
is ofthe Roman Catholic Church, because the Church ofEngland
seems to be somewhatdivided in its views. According to this
interpretation the whole gospelstory is historically true andtells
us of events which really were supernatural. Jesus Christ was con-
ceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, was baptised
in Jordan by John the Baptist, was crucified and on the third day
rose from the dead and appearedto hisdisciples.

Opposedtothis is the interpretation ofProfessor Arthur Drews
in his book The Christ Myth and ofJ. M. Robertson in Christianity
and Mythology, who take the whole story as a construction based
on the Solar myth. Of a similar kind, but drawing different con-
clusions, was the wholeinterpretation ofAndrzej Niemojewski in
his book which was translated into German with thetitle Gott
Jesus (The GodJesus). He believed that the gospels were in no way
historical, but were ‘a superbly beautifully constructed work of
art’, based on ancient wisdom aboutthestars; thatis to say it was
an astronomically based myth. But he did not on that account
consider it any less spiritually significant. On the contrary he
regarded it as being of central significance and he personally
remained a Christian.
There is also the interpretation of Rudolf Steiner who found

in the gospels depths of meaning going far beyond the simple
words in which they are written. He regarded the Christ as a
cosmic Being of the highest order who ata critical time in the
development of mankind entered into human evolution in the
person ofJesus, who had beencarefully prepared for that high
calling. This was, according to him, an event ofcentral signi-
ficance not only in human history, butalso in cosmic evolution.

These are three major interpretations of the gospels. It would
be interesting to go into all these three in muchgreater detail,
butin this short lecture there is no time to do so, andall three are
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in the books for anyone to read. The aim ofthis lecture is to
describe a mythology which is significant whichever of these
three is adopted; a mythology that presents to mankind a vision
of their significance and value which can appeal to human
emotions and move the human will as no merely intellectual
thinking or scientific knowledge can do, but as painting, music
and poetry have donefor manycenturies.
The story ofJesus is that of a boy who was born in exceptional

and somewhat mysterious circumstances and about whose boy-
hood very little has been written except in St. Luke’s gospel that
he ‘grew big and strong. He was filled with wisdom and the
grace of God was with him.’ At the age of twelve, as he spoke
with the elders in the Temple at Jerusalem, ‘all that heard him
were astonished at his understanding and answers’, and he was
already aware ofa life mission which he called ‘my Father’s
business’. At the age of thirty he was baptised in Jordan by John
the Baptist who ‘saw the Spirit descending from heaven like a
dove’ and a voice from heaven said, “This is my beloved Son in
whom I am well pleased’. We mayassociate this with the words
in the second psalm, which are repeated in the Acts ofthe Apostles
(13.33) and in the Epistle to the Hebrews(1.5) as referring to
Jesus, “Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee’. All four
gospels describe how Jesus travelled throughoutIsrael for three
years with his disciples, teaching, and performing miracles, until
finally at the age of thirty-three the chief priests and elders had
him crucified. And after three days he resurrected from the dead
and ascendedinto heaven.
To anyone acquainted with the symbolism of the mysteries

and of mythology much of this story may suggest strong ana-
logies, as for example the numbers thirty and thirty-three as
relating to the age ofJesus at Jordan and at Golgotha. It appears
that the story is about an exceptional man who was preparing
himself or being prepared for thirty years for a mission which
it was his providential duty to fulfil, which he describedas seeking
the will of his Father who sent him (St. John 5.30). The nature
of this mission wasclearly the attainment of universal or divine
consciousness, which we maycall Christ-consciousness, and to
live, work for three years, and die, continuously in the inspiration
of this consciousness. Such was the intensity and universality of
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this consciousness that he was in complete accord not only with
his own unconscious but with the whole unconscious Poweror
Reality of the Universe, so that he could say, ‘I and my Father
are one’ (St. John 10.30). As the Athanasian Creed expresses
it, ‘although he be God and Man,yethe is not two, but one Christ;
One; not by conversion of the Godheadinto flesh; but by taking
ofthe Manhoodinto God’.
The Christian faith is that this man Jesus lived, and was or

becamethe Christ. The powerofthis myth is the same whetheritis
affirmed that a man byhis ownself-discipline acquired Christ-
consciousness or whether he prepared himselfto receive a cosmic
Spirit in theplace ofhis own personality.It is so strong that even
ifJesus never existed and the whole story is a constructed work of
art based on the solar myth, it remains as a vision of whatis
attainable by mankind, for in that case the intensity and uni-
versality of consciousness of the person who conceivedit could
hardly have been muchless than thatofthe central figure which
it portrayed.
The supreme affirmation of Vedanta is that ‘Atman’—the

central principle of Man—‘is Brahman’—the creative Power in
the Universe; not that Atman is part ofor partakes in Brahman,
but that it is wholly identical with it. But this is only the ex-
pression ofa universal principle. Jesus Christ affirmed personally
for himself that, ‘I and the Father are one’. And St. John tells
us that this divine consciousness is at the centre of every human
being, thoughit is not recognised. “That was the true light which
lights every man that comesinto the world. He wasin the world,
and the world was made by him and the world knew him not.’
But of those that recognise this divine consciousness he wrote
that, ‘to them he gave power to become the Sons of God, being
born notofblood, nor ofthe will of the flesh, nor ofthe will of
man,but ofGod’.It is in this sense that at the moment ofbaptism
in Jordan, when the Spirit descended upon Jesus, God the Father
hadbegotten his Son in him.
The very notion that a man could have lived to whom the

whole ofreality was present in his consciousness for three whole
years and who during this time spoke and acted in complete
consonance with his own unconscious and with the unconscious
powerin the Universe, which we may mythicallycall Providence,
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gives a vision ofthe possible future attainment ofhumanity which
could be universally accepted and acted upon. Mitrinovi¢ ex-
pressed it thus in the New Britain World Affairs ,"The over-soul
of Adam has becomesingle andhas attained personal existence
in the Christ-Mystery; the highest dignity and the mostcentral
truth-attainment by our race wasattained by it. Humanity has
known its own truth andthetruth ofall existence, the world of
nature included, the material world included.”

If the gospels and the Christ-Mystery are understood in this
way, it becomes necessary to give up the superstitious idea of a
transcendent God as a Being, conceived anthropomorphically
and yet beyond all human understanding. For if Jesus Christ
could say, ‘I am in the Father and the Father in me’ (St. John
14.11), then God was wholly in his consciousness and was not a
Being outside him. Andthis is made explicitly clear in Christ’s
conversation with the woman of Samaria (St. John 4.20-23),
whenhesaid to her, ‘the time is coming when youwill worship
the Father neither on this mountain norin Jerusalem. . . . God is
Spirit: and they that worship him must worship in spirit and in
truth.’ The translators ofthe Bible have written, ‘Godis a Spirit’,
but this must be wrong, first because the Greek work pneuma
(nvevpax) occurs twice in the same sentence and should have the
same meaning on both occasions; secondly, because the contrast
which Jesus is making is not between worship of a material idol
and that of an immaterial Spirit. The God whomthe Jews wor-
shipped in Jerusalem was already an immaterial Being. The
contrast is between worship ofa Being outside Man andthespirit
within Man.

Mitrinovié expressed this in the New Britain World Affairs,
‘Christ is the principle of humanity. Christ is the dignity and
courage of knowing that Godis Spirit; now Spirit altogetheris
immateriality and innerness; also human innerness; mere human
innerness . . . Godis in awareness. In human awareness the whole
of existence is present. There is no transcendental existence.’
It was for this reason that Mitrinovié described Christianity as
‘the principle and the oracle of ripeness and of the coming ofage
of the humanrace’ becausein it ‘Divinity is cognisedas spiritual,
inward, immaterial; but also individuated’4—that is, within the
consciousness of an individual person. And he applied this denial
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of transcendence equally to matter, saying that we must ‘renounce
our infantile food of transcendentalist religion and materialistic
science’.§

This denial of a transcendent God may be summed up in
Mitrinovi¢’s words, “God is spirit, and to the spirit there is
nothing transcendental, except those values, those forms, that
spirit reality which is not realised by the experiencingspirit. In
depth-realisation, in the whole full-realisation, nothing is tran-
scendental. Now in Jesus Christ dwelt the whole Fullness of
Godhead bodily. His inwardness knew reality in the absolute
sense offullness, of perfection. His self-presence and self-behold-
ing were the knowledge ofTruth. He wasInfinite and he knewit,
leaving the Christian Revelation behind him as the proofofhis
divine cognisance.”é
Such is the mythology of the Christ-principle in depth, not

depending ona belief in the actuality of some existence beyond
human experienceorin thehistorical occurrence of events which
one may be unable to verify, but offering a living faith in the
significance and future destiny of Humanity which is worthy
of the best that mankind has conceivedforitself.
The other major and closely related doctrine of Christianity

provides a further reason for giving up the atavistic notion of a
transcendent God.It is the doctrine of the Trinity. This doctrine
affirms that Godis not a unitary Being, but a triunereality, and
this triunity is not only simultaneous but also successive. It is
affirmedin the Athanasian Creed in these words, ‘that we worship
one God in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity: neither confounding
the Persons: nor dividing the Substance. For there is one Person
of the Father, another of the Son: and anotherofthe Holy Spirit.
But the Godhead of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit is all one: the glory equal, the Majesty co-eternal. . . .
So the Father is God, the Son is God, and the Holy Spirit is God.
And yetthey are not three Gods but one God.’ Thisis the affirma-
tion oftriunity in simultancity. The affirmation of succession is
in these words, “The Father is made ofnone, neither created, but
begotten. The Son is of the Father alone, neither made, nor
created, but begotten. The Holy Spirit is of the Father and ofthe
Son, neither made norcreated, nor begotten, but proceeding.. . .
And in this Trinity none is afore, or after the other; noneis
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greater or less than another: but the whole three Persons are
co-eternal together and co-equal.’

- That this is a mythological expression ofa spiritual reality and
not an actual description of a transcendent Godis clear enough,
for both within it, and between it and the gospelstory there are
paradoxes and contradictions which ordinary reason would not
allow. The profundity of this whole mythology does not make
it any less mythological. Vedanta has also a triunity Sat-Chit-
Ananda (Being, Consciousness, Bliss). Sat, Chit and Ananda are a
unity consisting of three principles, but they are three eternal
principles. As principles they are the same in meaning as the three
principles of the Christian Trinity, but there is one essential
difference. The three principles of Vedanta are only in simul-
taneity, not in succession. They are in eternity but not in time.
In the Christian Trinity the second Person whois from eternity
the Word (Logos), as St. John’s gospel tells us, and who cor-
responds to Chit in Vedanta, actually incarnated in time as a
man, andlives to eternity as the risen Christ. These three principles
are expressed philosophically in succession by Hegel, who showed
how thethesis, as it were, begets the antithesis, and the synthesis
proceeds from thethesis and the antithesis.

It is quite fair and reasonable to expecta religious doctrine to be
shown to bear some relationship to experience, if it is to be
accepted as relevant to one’s personallife and to the future of
Mankind. Andsoitis fair that the notion ofthe Trinity should be
shown to relate to normal human experience and notto bejust a
lot of mystical mumbo-jumbo. The most direct reflection of the
Trinity in our daily experience is in our recognition of three
relationships. The first is that sensations and events are con-
tinuously impinging on us of which we are not aware ofbeing
the cause; it is even the case that thoughts, feelings and desires
come into our consciousness and we perform actions without
being fully aware ofthe cause ofthem. In other words, both from
outside us and from inside us some cause appears to be working
the ultimate origin ofwhichis a mystery to us. The second, which
is a relationship of identity, is that we are aware in ourselves of
being self-conscious persons. Thethird is that we are aware of
our fellow human beings whom webelieve to beself-conscious
personslike ourselves. And wearealso awareofplant and animal
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life aroundus, and even ofmineral existence, with all ofwhich we
feel some kinship. This could be described as the triunity of God,
Man and Nature.
A similar triunity can be clearly perceived in our direct

experience of our willing, thinking and feeling. Thinking and
feeling are both conscious. Willing is unconscious. My decision
to raise my arm is a conscious thought in my mind,butthe willing
by which I actually achieve that act is beyond my consciousness.
The whole ofmy subjectivity—all thatI call ‘’—is in mywilling,
thinking andfeeling. We have no groundsatall for affirming the
existence of any other ‘I’ objectively transcending the unity of
these three, as Immanuel Kant has shown and Buddhism affirms.
I say ‘I will’, ‘I think’ and‘I feel’. What thenis the relationship of
‘T’ to these three? My willingis I, my thinkingis I, and myfeeling
is I; they areall three distinct, and yet there are not three ‘I’s but
one T’, This is exactly the relationship described in the Athanasian
Creed between the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Willing in Man,
whichis essentially unconscious, corresponds to Godthe Father,
to whose will Jesus assented. Thinking corresponds to the Son,
as the Word or Logos. The correspondence between the emotions
and the Holy Spirit is made clear by comparing the Christian
Trinity with the triunity in Vedanta, Sat-Chit-Ananda or Being,
Consciousness and Bliss. Being corresponds to God the Father,
consciousness to the Son, and Bliss—which is clearly related to
feeling—to the Holy Spirit.

This triunity is reflected also in our physical bodies, in which
there are three main systems: the metabolic, by which nourish-
ment is taken into the body and substantially transformed and
waste matter excreted: the nervous system, which receives
sensations from the outer world; and the respiratory and circu-
latory system, which breathes in air, extracts oxygen and sends
nourishment to the whole body through the bloodcirculation.
These three functions of taking nourishment, receiving sensations
from the outside world, and breathing are in some form orother
inherentin every living cell. Thus the notion oftriunity describes
the essential morphology oforganism and provides the modelfor
organic thinking.

Finally the most complete example oftriunity in our direct
experience, both in simultaneity and in succession, is the human
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family, mother, father and child. They come into being in

succession,first by the marriage ofthe mother andfather, and then

by the birth of a child, who proceeds from the mother andfather
as the Holy Spirit does from the Father and Son. Simultaneously
theyall three together make upthefamily.
Having shown howthe notiontriunity applies in our daily life

and experience, let us now turn to the significance of this
mythology for human life generally and for the human future.
We have considered the significance of the Christ-principle for
human life. We must now consider the meaning andsignificance
of the Holy Spirit. Vladimir Solovyov relates this to the
mythology ofSophia, the Wisdom ofGod.Thisis fully described
in his Lectures on Godmanhood and morebriefly in Ellen Mayne’s
Foundation Lecture on Solovyov. He interprets Sophia as the
principle ofhumanity,as the ideal or perfected humanity, existing
from eternity but needing toberealised in time in the same way
as the Wordexists from eternity but had to be incarnated in time
as the Christ.
The development ofhumanity can be described in termsofthe

succession ofthe Trinity. First there was humanity asa collective,

governedby instinct and in harmony with the whole ofnature.
One mightcall this the tribal state in which there was indeed a
feeling of togetherness, but not self-conscious and wholly non-
individuated. This could be described as the era of God the
Father. The second stage, that of individuality and self-conscious-
ness, was properly ushered in by Jesus Christ and developedin
Christendom and in the whole of European civilisation. This
wasthe age of Godthe Son.

Thethird stage, that of the Holy Spirit, needs to proceed from
the first and the second;not to supersede them butto realise them
both fully as well as beingitself a wholly new stage of develop-
ment. In the first stage there was an unconscious unity both of
mankind and between Man and Nature, portrayed in the myths
ofParadise and the Golden Age. This does not have to mean that
there was no fighting orkilling, but that the organicity of the
whole was notdisrupted. In the second stage, after the so-called
Fall of Man, came the beginning of individual consciousness
which disrupted Man’s perfect concordance with the wholeness of
nature. It brought, however, the possibility ofindividual freewill.
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Theperfection ofindividuality was achieved archetypally in the
Person ofJesus Christ. But this has now degenerated into mere
individualism—individual greed and ambitious power-seeking,
which has brought war and poverty in a way that never existed
in the pre-individual stage. But we cannot go back to the pre-
individual, even if we wished to. Individual consciousness, once
it has been gained, can neverbe putaside.
So this third stage in human developmenthas to proceed from

the unconscious unity ofthefirst stage and from the conscious
individuality of the second. We needto recreate a new organic
wholeness both within mankind and with the whole ofnature.
As Erich Gutkind wrote in The World Conquest, ‘Today some-
thing is beginning,asifthe seed werelosingitselfin the bud. And
if we wish to survive and notto suffocate, then today we must
mountto an entirely new level, taking a step which is greater
than the step from animal to man.” This can be achieved only
by thefree will of individuals working together, and this is the
meaning of the Holy Spirit. It does not imply the giving up of
individuality, indeed, as Gutkind wrote, it ‘cannot exist without
the most strongly developed personality’, but it does require the
abandonmentofindividualism.

Mitrinovi¢ in The New Age World Affairs, which he wrote in
1920-21, developedthe notion of Sophia as the incarnation of the
Holy Spirit into Universal Humanity. For, he wrote, ‘The
appearance of Universal Man ontheplaneofhistory is only the
anthropogenetic fulfilment of the centre and ofthe form ofthe
Eternal Mystery. It is not the fulfilment of its periphery and
content. Logosis the centre and the form. Sophiais the periphery
and content. . . . Universal Humanity itself, the human ocean is
the content of the Logos. Jesus is only the centre of the world.
Humanity is his content.’® And he affirmed that the passage of
humanity from individual consciousness to universal conscious-
ness requires the incarnation not only ofthe Son ofGod, butalso
of Sophia, ofMan as a Kingdom.
He comparedthis incarnation with the ancient Indian notion of

Loka Samgraha, which can becalled the Unity of Mankind, and
he conceivedit as an Organic or functional Order whichhecalled
Universal Humanity. He wrote‘It is the very goal and meaningof
human evolution that our race should become an individuated
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Collective, a functional articulated organism of interiorised,
individuated,illuminated, self-shining persons’? and “To the Holy
Spirit, to Humanity Universal, all humanities, all empires, all
races, all classes, must be subordinated—orrather co-ordinated—
all sexes of humanity, all ages, every spirit’ He envisaged that
this would come about by the free and responsible initiative of
individuals andalliances of individuals all over the world, though
he did not expect it to come until ‘the society of the Race passes
everywhere and entirely through the furnaceoftrial, of infernal
suffering, of crisis and of struggle. The Synthesis is reached
through the crisis of Antithesis.4 He called it the Coming of
Age of the Race, the dawn ofresponsibility and awakening of
Mankind as a whole, and the entrance of Universal Socialism of
Humanity into both the history ofMankind andintoits evolution.

Let us dwell for a moment on this word socialism, for what
Mitrinovié meant by it bearslittle relationship to the political
meaning of the word asit is now commonly used.It has nothing
to do with proletarianism orclass struggle, nor with any theories
about the economy and the means of production. Erich Gutkind
expressed it most forcibly when he wrote, ‘Socialism, super-
personality is the next logical step which we have to take in a
world which is going to dissolution . . . Socialism is the new
spontaneity which ensues when the zero-point of pure isolated
individuality has been passed’.It is the realisation that, “The I must
perish, but we must put forth life’, which meansessentially the
sameas the wordsofJesus Christ when hesaid,‘if I go not away,
the Comforter (the Holy Spirit) will not come to you’. (St.
John 16.7.)

Mitrinovi¢ wrote in the New Britain World Affairs of the com-
ing era, “Weare reaching the age of super-individual thought
and of that commonconsciousness which is not darkly and un-
consciously common,instinctive, tribal, but commonin light,
commonin conscious sharing of the Over-soul. Theera ofsuper-
individual and super-intellectual experience is coming upon us;
and it will be the task of Intuition, of spiritual cognisance, to
liberate human culture from the savage andplebeian imperialism
ofintellectualism and save humanity from the mirage ofscientific
dictatorship.’
Those who talk superficially about socialism as a political
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structure seldom think for a momentaboutthe radical changein
human consciousness which would be necessary to bring it about.
If socialism is to be the real Organic or functional Order of
Humanity, then we have to imagine the change in human
behaviour which would benecessary for every race, nation, pro-
fession and occupation,andalso every religion both to agree with
all the others about their own particular significance and function
within the world whole, and to accept the validity and valuation
of every other one. This would involve not merely tolerance, but
active appreciation of the values and cultures of other races,
nations, religions and individuals. It is not just avoidance of
conflict, for each one must maintain its own values. It means
maintaining the tension of opposing values without resorting to
violence. Only in this way can there be agreement about how the
world is to be economically andpolitically ordered.

It is written in St. John’s first Epistle (4.8) that God is Love.
This is often quoted, but too often taken in a sentimentalsense,
especially by clergymen whoare not quite sure abouttheir belief
in God. The injunction to love your enemies and to make peace
with your adversary is not at all a sentimental exhortation to
virtue. Love in this sense is not just a feeling, forit is impossible
to commanda feeling; it is an act of will as a result of which a
feeling may follow by grace. Vladimir Solovyov wrote in his
book The Meaning ofLove, ‘Theevil andfalsity ofegoism certainly
do not consist in the fact that man prizes himself too highly or
ascribes absolute significance and infinite dignity to himself, but
in the fact that while he rightly ascribes such significance to
himself he wrongly deniesit to others’1® Thisis the force of the
commandmentto love one’s neighbour as oneself. Love for one’s
enemies should be understoodin this sense. It does not just mean
being kind to them; it does not even mean avoiding conflict
with them, but it does mean sincerely trying to understand the
absolute significance which should beascribed to them, admitting
that it may beas valid as one’s own, and acting towards them in
that realisation. Similarly the adversary is those aspects of one’s
own nature which are rejected and relegated to the unconscious,
but which one nevertheless meets, and often dislikes, in other
people. The acceptanceofthese is a matter of one’s own personal
health, for if one does not accept them,onewill not be released
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from the bondageofthem until onehas,asJesus said (St. Matthew
5.26), ‘paid the uttermost farthing’.
Love then, properly understood, is not just morally good;it is

the most profoundpractical wisdom. So long as races, nations,
religions and individuals believe that only they and those who
agree with them are right andall others are wrong, and that the
‘truth’ which they ‘know’is the only truth, and so long asitis
believed that economic competition and political confrontation
are the right way to carry on, there can never be any world
ordering. Those whoare to be the new guidance of mankind,
which Mitrinovié called Senate, will have to be ‘wise as serpents
and harmless as doves’ (St. Matthew 10.16). They will have to
understand, and be able to act upon the knowledge that there
can be notruesocialism or Organic World Order without the
reconciliation ofall different individual and functional meanings
and points of view. And they will also have to understand that
this does not require agreement between them, but mutual
recognition of their respective validity and significance. It is
only through love that a pan-human organism would beable to
co-function, that is by the mutual acceptance ofall that they are
‘membersoneofanother’ and by everyone acting with that con-
viction.
This demands a vision of humanity and of its mission and

destiny which goes far beyond what the Churches now purvey
as Christianity. It demandsthe activerealisation that the whole of
Mankind is really One. As Mitrinovi¢ wrote, ‘Christ-essence,
Christ-principle, is the experience, the truth, the knowledge,
that all souls are contained in all souls, and that in the centre of
each ofall the souls, the same, the very sameuniversal is living
and present’.14 Manly Hall called it the Gospel of Identity, ‘The
thing in youthatsays “I am”is identical with the thing in methat
says “I am”. So there are no longer two whocanbefriends, but
rather one that cannot bedivided.’

In the New Britain World Affairs Mitrinovi¢ asked the ques-
tion, ‘Is that Western saying true—that all things are different
from one another, and they all are what they are and therefore
things and values exist for themselves and for their own sake?
Is that man wise whosaidin his heart that Divinity is nil and that
there is no God.’ And he answered his own question, ‘All things
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and beings are for the sake of one another and through onean-
other. Divinity is the glory and perfection of their unity and
co-functioning. . . . Glory persists and Divinity is that abysmal
glory.’ He concludes, ‘Mankindis in the Divine, and the Divine
is in Mankind; so muchis infinitely clear. Why do wenotbelieve
this livingly? Do wenot knowit?Is it not true?Ifit be impossible
and notlogical, then it is of no consequence whether any world
fails or succeeds.”15

 

1A Solovyov Anthology arr. S. L. Frank (S.C.M. Press 1950), p. 35.
2New Britain World Affairs (21.6.33).
®New Britain World Affairs (5.7.33 and 12.7.33).

4New Britain World Affairs (21.6.33).

®New Britain World Affairs (5.7.33).

®New Britain World Affairs (28.6.33).

*The World Conquest (Nova Atlantis private circulation), p. 4.
8The New Age World Affairs (26.5.21).
*New Britain World Affairs (31.6.33).

10The New Age World Affairs (3.2.21).

“The New Age World Affairs (17.3.21).

?2New Britain World Affairs (31.5.33).

184 Solovyov Anthology, p. 158.
+4New Britain World Affairs (5.7.33).
15New Britain World Affairs (7.6.33).
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